1 Introduction
==============

Advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) have led to technologies capable of producing massive amounts of data at low costs. However, the analysis of these data is usually carried out using lab-specific in-house solutions. As a consequence, many different workflows are implemented for the same type of data, such that results are not easily comparable and are often hard to reproduce. Several studies have shown that individual pipelines often have limited overlap in their results ([@btx540-B1]; [@btx540-B3]; [@btx540-B4]), which impedes the potential of identifying true biological signals and of clinical applications. The developers of the Genome Analysis Toolkit attempt to stratify genome analysis by providing best practices (<https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/best-practices/>), but these recommendations are currently not fully implemented computationally.

Here, we introduce NGS-pipe, an automated and user friendly framework for the design of pipelines for the analysis of large-scale sequencing data, such as cancer genomics data. NGS-pipe allows to easily develop tailored workflows for the analysis of whole-exome (WES), whole-genome (WGS) and transcriptome (RNA-seq) sequencing data by providing building blocks to execute state-of-the-art tools, as well as appropriate error handling. An important goal of NGS-pipe is to overcome the common lack of automated procedures to ensure reproducibility. This is particularly important for clinical applications, where well documented and standardized protocols are a requirement ([@btx540-B2]).

2 Features of NGS-pipe
======================

NGS-pipe incorporates tools for detecting single nucleotide variants (SNVs), insertions and deletions (indels) and copy number variants (CNVs), as well as for estimating gene expression levels. In addition to the primary read data analysis, NGS-pipe also generates runtime statistics and quality reports. It can be launched on a single computer or a cluster, where independent steps are executed in parallel. A practical introduction and examples can be found in the GitHub repository.

*Modularity*. NGS-pipe is implemented using the workflow management system Snakemake ([@btx540-B5]). In combination with a modular backbone, where the execution of each analysis step is controlled by a rule, NGS-pipe is a flexible, easily extendable and highly configurable framework for NGS analysis. By modifying a configuration file, users can easily adjust the parameters for each rule without changing its implementation and include or exclude complete analysis steps in order to adapt the pre-configured workflows to the specific needs of their own experiment.

*Workflows for WES, WGS and RNA-seq data*. To illustrate NGS-pipe, we have implemented and tested predefined workflows for the automated analysis for cancer WES, WGS and RNA-seq data ([Fig. 1](#btx540-F1){ref-type="fig"}) to assist users inexperienced in data analysis or pipeline design. A description of these workflows, including the computational tools they integrate, can be found in the GitHub repository. Similar workflows can be implemented using NGS-pipe for other NGS applications.

![Schematic overview of the different pre-configured pipelines available in NGS-pipe](btx540f1){#btx540-F1}

*Quality control and statistics*. NGS-pipe supports quality control and provides statistics on each step of the analysis. Users can assess the quality of each sequencing file in the output of FastQC (<https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/>) or Qualimap2 ([@btx540-B6]), and inspect basic statistics such as how many reads passed the individual analysis steps.

*Performance and scalability*. With NGS-pipe, samples can be analyzed independently of each other, providing full parallelization. For instance, we analyzed WES data from a tumor and matched normal sample comprising 60 million paired-end reads in 20 h and 10 such pairs in 22 h on a compute cluster \[HPE ProLiant BL460c Gen9 -- Two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processors (2.5--3.3 GHz)\], where the two-hour overhead is due to waiting times of the local batch queuing system. Similarly, one RNA-seq dataset consisting of 80 million single-end reads and 10 such datasets were analyzed in 2.5 and 3 h, respectively.

*Reproducibility, documentation and error handling*. A high level of automation, a clear documentation of the pipeline and strict error handling facilitate reproducibility, a major goal of NGS-pipe. All parameters for all tools included in the analysis of an NGS experiment are documented in a configuration file. Using Snakemake functionality, there are several additional layers of documentation within NGS-pipe, e.g. logging the executed commands and generating graphical representations of the workflows. As NGS-pipe has been designed to analyze a large number of datasets in parallel, automatized error handling is a fundamental requirement. If one of the steps of the pipeline failed and produced incomplete or no results, the computation of all depending steps is halted and an error message is thrown, using Snakemake intrinsics. After the issue is resolved the pipeline independently resumes the analysis.

3 Conclusion
============

NGS has become a standard genomics method in research labs and is currently implemented in clinical settings to aid patient diagnostics and treatment. NGS-pipe provides a Snakemake-based framework for analyzing such NGS data in a transparent and reproducible manner. The pre-configured workflows are easy to extend and adapt, extending the range of possible applications, including beyond cancer genomics.
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